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Problematic smartphone use (PSU) and problematic social media use (PSMU) are

two interrelated constructs which have received significant research attention over the

past decade. The present study investigated the relationship between self-construal

(distinguished as independent and interdependent), PSU and PSMU with Fear of Missing

Out (FoMO) as a mediating variable. The sample comprised 405 Italian students who

completed standardized psychometric scales assessing the variables of the study.

Bivariate correlations analysis showed that FoMO and independent self-construal was

significantly and negatively associated. On the contrary, interdependent self-construal

was significantly and positively associated with FoMO, PSU, and PSMU. Mediation

analysis showed that FoMO mediated the relationship between self-construal and both

PSMU and PSU, but at different levels. The results demonstrated that FoMO full mediated

the relationships between interdependent self and PSU, whereas only partial mediation

was found between interdependent self and PSMU. Therefore, taking these personality

characteristics into account may help reduce dysfunctional behaviour associated with

problematic technology use and promote psychological well-being among students.

However, it is recommended that further studies replicate the proposed model by

including other psychological constructs.

Keywords: self-construal, fear of missing out (FoMO), problematic smartphone use (PSU), problematic social

media use (PSMU), interdependent self-construal, independent self-construal

INTRODUCTION

The powerful combination of internet and mobile technologies has increased the risk of
new behavioral addictions. One of these potential behavioral addictions, namely problematic
smartphone use (PSU), has emerged as a phenomenon of increased academic concern. PSU refers
to excessive use of a smartphone with accompanying functional impairments in daily living, and
symptoms resembling those found in more traditional psychoactive substance use disorders (1).
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Additionally, it is important to investigate not only the
consequences of excessive use but the predisposing factors and
specific use motives, as well as cognitive and affective variables
(e.g., expectancies, experienced gratification), leading to the
problematic overuse of specific mobile applications (2).

Cross-sectional analysis has shown that PSU behavior has
been associated with different negative consequences, such as
depression (3), poor sleep quality [(4), for a review], poor
academic achievement (5), and loss of control (6, 7). According
to an international report, 97% of Italian individuals used their
smartphone to access the internet and about 85.2% has been
actively engaged with or contributed to social media in terms of
communication among social groups (8). A recent meta-analysis
identified specific predictive factors for PSU [(9), for a review].
Among these risk factors, it was found that individuals with
a large social network may spend more time on smartphones
than others to maintain relationships, increasing the risk of PSU
over time.

A recent study conducted by Canale et al. (10), which used
a Bayesian analyses approach, provided the first comprehensive
test of the pathway model of PSU as posited by Billieux et al. (1).
The results of the study indicated that each path (i.e., excessive
reassurance, impulsive, and extraversion), was associated
with distinct psychosocial and psychopathological variables.
Therefore, several factors can influence the development of
PSU. Among these factors, personality traits such as low
self-control (7), Dark Triad traits (11, 12), and self-esteem
(13, 14), as well as the contribution of metacognitions and
smartphone use expectancies (15) have been identified as
significant predictors of PSU. Moreover, personality is one of the
most investigated variables since individual differences can shed
light if specific personality traits predispose technology users to
develop addictive behavior. The results of a recent meta-analysis
indicated the presence of robust associations between PSU and
high levels of neuroticism and lower levels of conscientiousness
[(16), for a review].

Although PSU and problematic social media use (PSMU)
are not included in the latest fifth edition of the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), research
concerning these new behavioral addictions should be addressed
to understand the motivational factors and the clinical features,
as well as the co-occurrence with other disorders rather than
overemphasize specific technological aspects (i.e., stressing a
dichotomy between predominantly mobile and predominantly
non-mobile internet-use disorder) (17). PSMU can be described
as an unhealthy excessive form of social media use, which
is characterized by a lack of control over the behavior and
continued behavior despite clinically impairing life consequences
[see (18, 19), for a review]. Social media platforms (i.e., Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, etc.) are typically available over mobile
devices with an internet connection. However, for a minority
of individuals, the use of social media applications can become
problematic or pathological, interfering with daily functioning,
social relationships, and academic or work performance (20).
Additionally, social media use is one of the most predominant
activities engaged in on smartphones (21, 22), and use of social
media is considered a vulnerability factor in developing PSU

(23, 24). Smartphones with internet access provide constant
availability to social media applications and provides immediate
access for individuals to check their notifications, especially
among those with lower self-control, which may result in PSU
and PSMU [see (7, 24), for a review]. Consequently, it is
important to explore possible psychological factors that may
increase the risk of PSU and PSMU.

Markus and Kitayama (25) developed self-construal theory,
which can be described as the “belief about the relationship
between the self and others and, especially, the degree to which
they see themselves as separate from others or as connected with
others” (p. 226). Subsequently, Singelis (26) conceptualized self-
construal “as a constellation of thoughts, feelings, and actions
concerning one’s relationship to others, and the self as distinct
to others” (p. 581). More specifically, self-construal theory
distinguishes between independent self and interdependent self.
Individuals with independent self-construal evaluate themselves
not in the context of others, such as family members, co-workers
or colleagues, but are more self-contained and autonomous (27).
In this view, the self is separate from the social context. More
specifically, when individuals think about themselves, those with
highly independent self-construal will have their abilities and
attributes as a referent rather than referring to the thoughts or
actions of others (28). This suggests they have a high level of self-
esteem which allows them to validate their internal attributes.
Conversely, individuals with interdependent self-construal feel
more connected with others. Therefore, individuals are not
separated from the social context and are more closed and less
differentiated from others.

Individuals can develop both independent self and
interdependent self simultaneously. Therefore, in everyone,
these two aspects of self can coexist. For this reason, it is
not correct to consider independent and interdependent
self-construal as two extremes of the same dimension. They
should be conceptualized as different aspects of the self-concept.
Indeed, some individuals might have an independent self or an
interdependent self that is more salient (25). This view avoids
categorizing individuals as having either an independent self or
interdependent self, rather individuals should be described as
having a salient interdependent or independent self-construal
(27, 29).

Previous findings on self-construal have demonstrated that
it is an influential psychological variable that affects human
technologies interaction as well as social media use (30). For
example, a review of the literature suggested that individuals
with an interdependent self are more prone to use social media
(31). The results of another study showed that individuals
with interdependent self-construal were more disposed to share
personal information on online social media (32). Recently,
the results of another study reported that females, compared
to males, exhibited stronger prosocial motives for using SNSs,
which was explained by their interdependent self-construal (33).
Moreover, in their research on private university students in
Lebanon, Hawi and Samaha (34) found that only independent
self-construal was a significant and negative predictor of PSMU.
However, as a personality trait, self-construal has been explored
only with PSMU, but has not been widely considered in relation
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to its association with PSU (35). Therefore, investigating whether
or not self-construal affects PSU is one of the objectives of the
present paper.

Additionally, the present study investigated whether fear of
missing out (FoMO) would significantly mediate the associations
between self-construal, PSMU, and PSU. The concept of FoMO
describes the individual’s desire to keep up with what other
individuals are doing online as well as the idea that other
individuals experience more interesting events when the user is
not online (36). Previous researchers have shown that FoMO can
contribute to both PSMU (37) and PSU [see (37), for a review].
These findings are important to understand the association
between the variables in the present study. A recent meta-analysis
reported a significant positive relationship between FoMO and
both social media use and PSMU (38). The apprehension that
others might be having gratifying experiences from which an
individual is absent seems to be one of the contributory factors
in PSMU, driven by the need to get in touch with others,
mainly when individuals use social media applications to socially
interact. Therefore, FoMO appears to be a strong motivator
underlying PSMU. It has been indicated that social media use
and FoMO have a reciprocal relationship, and FoMO drives
PSMU to fulfill individual psychological needs of belongingness,
consequently reinforcing the risk of PSU because social media
applications are mainly used by individuals on their smartphones
(39, 40).

Moreover, prior studies have explored the mediating role
of FoMO, supporting the proposed argument. For example, a
recent study demonstrated that FoMOmediated the relationship
between maximization (a personality trait that describes
individual differences in the general tendency of striving to make
the best choice) and PSU (13). Furthermore, the extant literature
has demonstrated that FoMO can mediate psychological
variables (i.e., depression, envy) and PSU (3, 41). A survey
study also found that FoMO and relational (interdependent) self-
construal had a moderated mediation effect on the relationship
between smartphone addiction and interpersonal sensitivity (i.e.,
a personality tendency characterized by constantly worrying
about negative social evaluation) (35). Although FoMO has
been conceptualized in the framework of the self-determination
theory (36), the relationship between self-construal and FoMO
is still unclear. However, the findings of a recent study
provided consistent and convergent findings that FoMO is
positively associated with interdependent self-construal (30).
Consequently, individuals with a salient interdependent self,
compared to those with a salient independent self, may
experience higher levels of FoMO. Indeed, individuals with
salient interdependent self-construal evaluate other individuals
around them as a part of their identities (42) and will be
more worried about what other individuals around them are
doing, especially when they are included in online social groups.
Therefore, if individuals evaluate other people as a part of
themselves, the likelihood of experiencing FoMO would be
higher, especially for those who do not feel socially close to others
in the offline world (43). Moreover, daily frustration to satisfy
basic psychological needs may lead to high levels of FoMO, and
in turn could motivate individuals to constantly engage with

mobile social media applications subsequently increasing the risk
of developing PSMU and PSU (44).

Individuals with a salient independent self, usually, feel
less connected to others, since they do not expect to receive
social approval (i.e., likes and positive remarks from their
friends). Conversely, individuals with a salient interdependent
self are more likely to fear that they could be missing out
on things with their friends on social media platforms when
temporarily leaving the social applications, which can lead to
higher levels of FoMO. In other words, the independent self
should be negatively related to FoMO. On the other hand,
the salient interdependent self should be positively associated
with FoMO. This view is supported by a previous study, which
indicated that FoMO was significantly higher among individuals
with low levels of self-esteem (13). However, no previous
studies have explored how FoMO works in these relationships.
Furthermore, a growing number of studies indicate that FoMO
is positively and significantly associated with both PSMU and
PSU (45–47). Additionally, a cross-sectional study indicated that
FoMO is more important than other variables (e.g., avoidant
attachment and anxiety) in predicting PSMU (48). Moreover,
when controlling for FoMO, the effect between some personality
traits (e.g., extraversion, and neuroticism), and PSMU no
longer becomes significant because only FoMO predicts PSMU.
Therefore, the associations between self-construal, PSMU, and
PSU may be mediated by FoMO.

Relevant to the present study is the Interaction of Person-
Affect-Cognition-Execution (I-PACE) model (49), which
is a comprehensive model of factors influencing internet
use/overuse. Personal factors, for example, include genetic and
biological influences, psychopathology, personality, cognitions,
and use motives. Responses to such personal factors comprise
mechanisms that may be risk or resilience factors for internet use,
including cognitive biases, coping style, etc. Such responses may
lead to the decision to use a particular type of internet-enabled
device (e.g., smartphone) or use a specific social media platform,
which may lead to healthy gratification or excessive use (50).
Additionally, according to Marengo et al. (16), the I-PACE
model provides a theoretical framework to study internet-related
disorders since there is an overlap between PSMU and PSU.
Therefore, the present study investigated the relationships
between self-construal, PSMU, and PSU, with FoMO as a
mediating variable. As aforementioned, self-construal theory
proposes self-independent and interdependent dimensions. In
particular, the interdependent self is based on the individual’s
connection to others, demonstrating that the ability to fit into
social groups represents an important basis of increasing self-
esteem. At early stages, focusing on the person component of the
I-PACEmodel (51), it has been found that personality traits, such
as low conscientiousness, low self-esteem, and high neuroticism,
are factors driving a heightened risk for internet-use disorders.
Therefore, it is argued that individuals with interdependent self
would be more concerned with what others are doing, which
could result in high levels of FoMO. In the I-PACE model,
FoMO would be categorized as a response style and involves
negative mood in which individuals attempt to regulate by
using technological devices such as smartphones or internet
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applications like social media allowing individuals to escape
from daily stressful issues.

HYPOTHESES OF THE PRESENT STUDY

Given the diffusion of smartphones and the adverse influence
on the self, it is important to explore the role of mediating
mechanisms which can help in the development of prevention
and intervention programs. Therefore, the primary objective of
the present study is to examine why some individuals spend
more time online on social media and use their smartphones so
excessively that it results in symptoms of behavioral addiction
(43). To address this research objective, it was hypothesized
that individuals who view themselves as socially connected with
others, missing any social event or discussion (interdependent
self) will generate feelings of FoMO (H1), and in turn increase the
risk of technological addiction (PSMU and PSU) (H2). However,
if PSU is associated with different factors, such as cognition,
personality, existing psychopathology, and motives for internet-
related applications and smartphone use, as suggested by I-
PACE model, dealing with these factors leads individuals to use
social media platforms excessively could help individuals with
PSU. Therefore, it was hypothesized that FoMO would mediate
the predictive effect of self-construal on PSMU and PSU (H3).
Finally, age and gender were entered as covariates of PSMU and
PSU, since prior studies have reported younger age and female
gender as significant predictors of PSMU (52) and PSU (53).

METHODS

Participants and Procedure
Participants were recruited on the university campus during
regular teaching activities. After obtaining their informed
consent, all participants were introduced to the study
objectives, and they were invited to complete an anonymous
and confidential paper-pen-pencil survey. All participants
volunteered for the study and none of them received any
kind of remuneration. Moreover, they were also allowed to
withdraw their data from the study at any stage. Completing the
questionnaire took ∼25min. The language of the questionnaire
was Italian. All the research material and procedures were
designed according to the guidelines laid out by Ethics in Human
Research and the Italian Association of Psychology. Approval
for the study was provided by the Ethics Committee of the
University of Calabria (Prot. n. 0043310).

The sample comprised 405 Italian students attending various
university degrees courses (114 males [28.15%] and 288
females [71.11%]). Three students did not report their gender.
The participants’ ages ranged from 19 to 43 years (M =

22.11 years, SD = 3.80). Most participants were attending
psychological and educational courses (60.48%). The remainder
were enrolled on various courses such as economics (10.86%),
engineering (5.18%), mathematics (8.39%), and computer
science (11.85%). The remaining students (3.21%) did not
indicate their degree courses.

Measures
Self-Construal
The 10-item Italian version of the Self-Construal Scale [(54),
original version (26)] was used to assess two dimensions of
the self: independent self-construal (e.g., “I do my own thing,
regardless of what others think”), and interdependent self-
construal (e.g., “My happiness depends on the happiness of those
around me”). Participants report their level of agreement with
each statement on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Scores range from 10 to 70 with
higher total scores indicating higher levels of self-construal. The
independent self-construal (α = 0.64) and interdependent self-
construal (α = 0.65) subscales in the present study demonstrated
lower than desired reliabilities (55).

Fear of Missing Out (FoMO)
The 10-item Italian version of the FoMO Scale [(56), original
version (57)] was used to assess disposition toward FoMO. The
scale items (e.g., “I fear others have more rewarding experiences
than me”) are rated on a five-point scale from 1 (not at all true
of me) to 5 (extremely true of me). Scores range from 10 to 50
with higher total scores indicating a higher level of FoMO. The
reliability of the scale in the present study was good (α = 0.73).

Problematic Social Media Use (PSMU)
The six-item Italian version of the Bergen Social Media Addiction
Scale (BSMAS) [(58), original version (59)] was used to assess
the risk of social media addiction over the past year. The six
scale items (e.g., “How often during the last year have you tried
to cut down on the use of social media without success?”) each
reflect core addiction elements [i.e., salience, mood modification,
tolerance, withdrawal, conflict, and relapse; (51)] and are rated
on a five-point scale from 1 (very rarely) to 5 (very often). Scores
range from 6 to 30 with higher scores indicating a greater risk of
problematic social media use. The reliability of the scale in the
present study was just below what would be ideally desired (α
= 0.69).

Problematic Smartphone Use (PSU)
The 10-item Italian short version of PSU Scale [(60), original
version (57)] was used to assess problematic smartphone use.
The items (e.g., “I have used my smartphone longer than I had
intended”) are rated on a six-point scale from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 6 (strongly agree). Scores range from 10 to 60 with higher
scores indicating higher problematic smartphone use. The scale’s
reliability in the present study was very good (α = 0.80).

Statistical Analyses
Preliminary statistical analyses were carried out with IBM SPSS
Statistics v. 26 software. Descriptive analyses and bivariate
correlations were computed. The mediating model was tested
where FoMO was inserted as a mediator in the relationship
between self-construal (predictor) and PSMU and PSU
(outcomes). The mediational analysis was conducted via the use
of the bootstrapping method with 95% bias-corrected confidence
intervals and 10,000 bootstrap samples. The mediation model
was estimated with Mplus 7.04 (61).
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RESULTS

Preliminary Results
Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations of the main
variables are shown in Table 1. The results indicated that
individuals with high interdependent self were more likely to
have high levels of PSU. However, no significant association was
found between independent self and PSU.

The mean of the self-construal scale indicated tendencies
toward independent self rather than interdependent self in the
present sample. Therefore, all the correlations values between
the constructs were significant and satisfied the conditions for
performing the mediation analysis.

Mediation Analysis
The results of the bootstrapping mediational analysis (Figure 1),
controlled for gender and age, showed that the independent
self was weakly negatively related to FoMO (β = −0.160, SE
= 0.050, t = −3.17, p < 0.01, 95% CI [−0.26, −0.06]), while
interdependent self was weakly positively related to FoMO (β
= 0.129, SE = 0.046, t = 2.82, p < 0.01, 95% CI [0.04, 0.22]),
and PSMU (β = 0.110, SE = 0.049, t = 2.24, p < 0.05, 95%
CI [0.01, 0.21]). FoMO was positively associated with PSMU

(β = 0.322, SE = 0.049, t = 6.61, p < 0.001, 95% CI [0.22,
0.42]) and PSU (β = 0.335, SE = 0.048, t = 7.04, p < 0.001,
95% CI [0.24, 0.42]), respectively. Additionally, there was no
significant association between interdependent self and PSU (β
= 0.094, SE = 0.049, t = 1.91, p = 0.056, 95% CI [−0.15,
0.04]). Age was negatively associated with FoMO (β = −0.173,
SE = 0.048, t = −3.60, p < 0.001, 95% CI [−0.26, −0.07]) and
PSMU (β = −0.138, SE = 0.040, t = −3.49, p < 0.001, 95%
CI [-0.22,−0.06]), respectively. On the other hand, gender was
only associated with PSMU (β = 0.079, SE = 0.036, t = 2.15,
p < 0.05, 95% CI [0.00, 0.15]). Regarding the indirect effects
(Table 2), FoMO partially mediated the relationship between
interdependent self and PSMU. Finally, a full mediated effect
of FoMO was found in the association between interdependent
self and PSU.

Table 2 shows the results of the mediation analysis.
The only significant effect was the relationship between
interdependent self and PSMU, which was partially
mediated by FoMO. FoMO fully mediated the relationship
between self-construal and PSU. No other mediating
effects emerged. Finally, the direct relationships between
independent self on both PSMU and PSU were
not significant.

TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients between study variables.

M SD Skewness Kurtosis 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Independent self 4.95 1.02 −0.19 −0.41 –

Interdependent self 3.79 0.99 0.05 −0.17 0.06 –

FoMO 2.17 0.59 0.61 0.32 −0.16** 0.12* –

PSMU 2.10 0.68 0.57 −0.03 −0.02 0.16** 0.35*** –

PSU 2.68 0.85 0.35 −0.20 −0.05 0.14** 0.35*** 0.58*** –

Age 22.11 3.65 0.12 6.17 0.02 −0.02 −0.13** −0.14** −0.02 –

Gender – – – – 0.03 −0.02 −0.06 0.14*** 0.12* −0.6 –

FoMO, fear of missing out; PSMU, problematic social media use; PSU, problematic smartphone use. Gender (0 = male, 1 = female) is point serial correlation (rpb).
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

FIGURE 1 | Final estimated path model. For clarity, only the significant relationships are depicted in the figure. FoMO, fear of missing out; PSU, problematic

smartphone use; PSMU, problematic social media use. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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TABLE 2 | Mediation and indirect effects with standardized estimates of FoMO for the relationship among self-construal (independent self and interdependent self),

PSMU, and PSU.

Pathway Estimate SE Z p 95% [CI]

Independent self → PSMU

Total −0.03 0.05 −0.49 0.621 [−0.13, 0.08]

Indirect −0.05 0.02 −2.89 0.004 [−0.09, −0.02]

Direct −0.03 0.05 0.52 0.602 [−0.07, 0.12]

Independent self → PSU

Total −0.06 0.06 −1.14 0.256 [−0.17, 0.05]

Indirect −0.05 0.02 −2.90 0.004 [−0.09, −0.02]

Direct −0.01 0.05 −0.19 0.849 [−0.11, 0.10]

Interdependent self → PSMU

Total 0.15 0.05 3.11 0.002 [0.05, 0.24]

Indirect 0.04 0.02 2.59 0.010 [0.01, 0.08]

Direct 0.11 0.05 2.27 0.025 [0.01, 0.21]

Interdependent self → PSU

Total 0.14 0.05 2.72 0.007 [0.04, 0.23]

Indirect effect 0.04 0.02 2.58 0.010 [0.01, 0.08]

Direct 0.09 0.05 1.91 0.056 [−0.00, 0.18]

SE, standard error; PSMU, problematic social media use; PSU, problematic smartphone use.

DISCUSSION

The present study examined the mediating role of FoMO
in understanding the relationship between self-construal
(interdependent self and independent self), PSMU, and
PSU both as to outcome variables. It was hypothesized that
individuals with higher levels of interdependent self-construal
would experience feelings of FoMO (H1), and in turn would be
more at risk of PSMU and PSU (H2) both directly and indirectly
through the mediating role of FoMO (H3). Overall, the present
results suggest that interdependent self-construal was positively
related to FoMO, which in turn was associated with greater
PSMU and PSU (40). Consistent with the assumptions of the I-
PACE model (49) FoMO, which can be considered a maladaptive
psychological status, led to both PSMU and PSU. The results
of the present paper contribute to the literature on FoMO by
demonstrating that interdependent self is positively related to
FoMO, and that independent self is negatively associated with
FoMO, supporting the present authors’ assumptions. Therefore,
the present study contributes to the literature on behavioral
addiction, particularly in relation to the mediating role of FoMO,
by proposing a theoretical framework based on the self-construal
theory (25). According to Dogan (30) when a person develops
a self-concept of which other individuals are a part, a person
will be more inclined to wonder about what others are doing.
Individuals develop and shape themselves in connection with
others, which represent a part of themselves, and then the
desire to stay continually connected with what others are doing
becomes inevitable (42, 43). Individuals with an interdependent
self-construal are more likely to value connectedness (29).
Consequently, they might experience FoMO due to the perceived
disconnect with other individuals around them.

Moreover, FoMO could be one of the symptoms of individuals
with an interdependent self who are struggling with problems

of loneliness. These results are consistent with cross-sectional
and experimental studies [e.g., (62)]. Compared to individuals
with an independent self, those with a higher interdependent
self would prefer social media over face-to-face relationships
because this allows them to validate their internal attributes,
and subsequently might lead to PSMU. Therefore, individuals
with higher levels of interdependent self-construal are more
worried about being negatively evaluated by others and are more
afraid of missing the latest news concerning others, and are
consequently more prone to use mobile social media applications
excessively (31).

These results could explain why some types of individuals
would be less concerned with active social media use, which in
turn are more at risk in the use of smartphone applications.
Individuals with a salient interdependent self may repeatedly
experience FoMO. They may give less importance to their daily
experiences, which represent an important opportunity to shape
their sense of self, due to the inner desire to track others’ everyday
experiences using social media platforms. This allows them to
regulate their levels of social appraisal and self-promotion with
others. FoMO could work as an internal control mechanism
for individuals with a salient interdependent self by offering the
ability to protect their well-being aiming to seek reassurance and
self-worth (30).

Viewed from the perspective of cultural factors, studies
have shown that individuals living in a collectivistic culture
tend to develop the interdependent self and report lower
life satisfaction compared to individuals from individualistic
cultures (30, 34). The present study reinforces these previous
findings and underlines the importance of considering the
role of FoMO in the relationship between the cultural aspects
regarding self-construal theory and internet-related disorders
in future cross-cultural psychology studies, especially because
FoMO becomes a key factor when individuals in construing
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themselves give more importance to their connection to
the community.

Consistent with the study’s hypotheses, it was found that
FoMO was a mediator in the relationship between self-
construal and PSMU and PSU, but at different levels. The study
found a fully-mediated relationship between interdependent
self and PSU, and a partially-mediated association between
interdependent self and PSMU. According to the results, the
effects of FoMO leading to PSMU and PSU by considering
the levels of self-construal were different. Interdependent self
would reinforce FoMO, which in turn facilitates both PSMU
and PSU among university students. Therefore, FoMO is not
only an outcome that is affected by self-construal but also an
internal motivation of PSMU and PSU behavior. These results
fit with the I-PACE conceptualization of cognitive bias and
coping style because of mechanisms in the relationship between
predisposing factors and excessive internet-use disorders and
related applications.

On the other hand, the negative association of independent
self with FoMO indicates that people who perceive themselves
as separate from others would be less concerned with active
use of social applications for social purposes, and therefore
they have less risk to develop addictive behavior to technologies
(34). These differences in FoMO can also have implications
in understanding the existence of indirect paths between self-
construal on both PSMU and PSU. Additionally, the results
of the present study underline that there are differences in
the predictive and mediating variables of both PSMU and
PSU. Therefore, these findings are important for designing
intervention and prevention programs. Given the widespread
use of both smartphones and social media applications, future
preventive activities could be designed to promote the adoption
of adaptive strategies to manage the experience of FoMO
and consequently the risk of developing internet-related
disorders. Intervention and prevention programs could focus
on helping smartphone and social media users engage in
more physical activities and develop offline social networks
focusing on face-to-face interactions rather than through
technology-mediated environments such as social media
platforms (9).

Overall, the strategy that individuals adopt to develop their
self-concept affects FoMO. When individuals use social media
via smartphone applications to satisfy their psychological needs,
FoMO will be more salient and the risk of developing an
addiction to PSMU, and PSU is higher. Therefore, individuals
should focus on personal autonomy to refrain from experiencing
the FoMO, which should protect them from the negative
consequences of the FoMO because it eases the awareness of
the experience that the individual is missing out (30, 63). These
results provide insight on the underlying mechanisms between
self-construal, where the self is one of the core elements of
an individual’s identity, and internet-related disorders such as
PSMU and PSU. Moreover, the results may also support the
I-PACE model, which underlines that addictive behaviors (i.e.,
PSMU, PSU) result from interactions between a person’s core
characteristics and mediating/moderating variables (49), which
may be dynamic and develop over time because of engagement in

specific behaviors likely to be experienced as rewarding because
it may help relieve stress.

The present study is not without limitations. First, although
path analysis was used to test the study’s hypotheses, the
study was correlational. Therefore, no causal relationships can
be inferred. Researchers should perform longitudinal studies
to confirm the inferred causal relationships in the present
study. Second, the data in the present study were all self-
report. Therefore, future research could benefit by collecting
data using mixed methods research approaches. Third, the
present study only collected data from Italian university students
with a bias toward females, therefore, the generalization of the
findings is limited. Future research should use more diverse
and representative samples to confirm these findings. Finally,
the Cronbach alpha reliability values of the subscales in the
Self-Construal Scale were below 0.7 which were less than ideal.
Future studies should examine the proposed research model by
considering the cultural-related and individual differences, for
instance, between Asian and Western individuals. In a recent
cross-cultural study the alpha coefficients for the independent
and interdependent subscales of the Self-Construal Scale were
different with low values for the Western group like those in the
present study (62).

CONCLUSION

In summary, the present study contributes to the literature
by testing a mediation model which offers an understanding
of the relationships between self-construal, PSMU and PSU,
via the mediating role of the FoMO. The results indicated
that interdependent self-construal could work as a risk factor
mainly for PSMU rather than PSU. Results also suggested that
FoMO may account for the previously established relationship
not only between self-construal and PSMU but mainly for
PSU. However, future studies should analyse and replicate
the proposed model with other psychological variables. For
instance, social comparison can be evaluated as a mediator
in this relationship. It is well-established that for individuals
with higher interdependent self-construal, other people become
a source of the definition of the self, and social comparison
may be used primarily when self-improvements motives are
strong. Furthermore, previous studies have indicated that social
comparison is positively associated with social media use and
PSU because they seek comparison information (64, 65).
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